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Large macro-homogeneous strain in a random micro-nonhomogeneous 
elastic space 

P. WILDE (GDANSK) 

AoomoNAL displacements produced by the micro-nonhomogeneity are assumed to be small. 
The metric tensor matrices and Christoffel symbols of the convective coordinate system are 
obtained. Higher order terms are disregarded due to the assumption that Orad u is an extremely 
small magnitude. The problem considered is stochastically non-linear and may be solved by 
means of the perturbation method. The solution is expressed in terms of the Green tensor of 
linear elasticity. The correlation tensor for additional displacement is obtained as also the 
expression for the expected value of stress. 

W pracy przyj~to, :ie dodatkowe przemieszczenia wywolane mikroniejednorodno8ci~ s~ male. 
Otrzymano macierze tensor6w metrycznych i symboJe Christoffela konwekcyjnego ukladu 
wsp61rz~dnych. Przyjmuj~c, :ie Orad u jest wielko8ci~ bardzo mal~. pomini~to czlony W}'Zszego 
r~du. Omawiane zagadnienie jest stochastycznie nieliniowe i rozwi~o je metod~ malego 
parametru. Rozwi~zanie mo:ie bye przedstawione za pom~ tensora Greena liniowej teorii 
spr~zysto8ci. Otrzymano tensor koreJacji dla dodatkowego przemieszczenia oraz wyr&Zenie na 
wartosc oczekiwan~ napr~:ienia. 

B pa6oTe npHHHTO, 'liTO ~onomnrrem.Hbie nepeMem;eHHH, Bbl3Baum.Ie MHI<pOHeoAHopoAHo
CTI>IO, M8.Jibl. Tio.nyqeHhi MaTp~ MeTpJReCI<HX TeH30pOB H CHMBOJibl KpHcroQ><i>eJIH COnyT
CTByrom;eH: CHCTeMbl KOOp~aT. TipHHHMaH, liTO Orad U HBIDieTCH BeJIHliHHOH OlleH& MBJIOH, 
oropoWeHbi liJieHbl BbiCWero nop~a. 06~aeMaH npo6JieMa CTOxaCT~ReCKH HeJIHHeftHa 
H peweua MeTO~oM Manoro napaMeTpa. PeweHHe MO»<eT 6hrn. npe~crasneuo npH noMOm;H 
TeH30pa rpHHa JIHHeHuOH TeOpHH ynpyroCTH. Tio.nyqeHbl TeH30p I<Op~ AJIH ~OUOJIHH
Tem,uoro nepeMem;eHHH H Bbipa»<eHHe .z:vm o>KH,Il;aeMoro 3Hat~eHHH uanpH»<eHlUI. 

1. Geometrical preliminaries 

THE PROBLEM of stresses in micro-nonhomogeneous elastic bodies within the linear theory 
of elasticity was considered in the papers [l , 2]. In this paper is considered the problem 
arising when the macro-strain is large but the additional displacements due to the random 
nonhomogeneity are infinitesimal. 

In the undeformed state, the positions of the points are described by the Cartesian 
coordinate system x . In the deformed state, an auxiliary Cartesian coordinate system is 
taken related to the Cartesian coordinate system in the unstrained state by the following 
equation: 

(1.1) yi = a~Jx1, x" = b~mY"', 

where the matrix of transformation A with the components a~1 is a nonsingular set of 
numbers and b~ m are components of its inverse. Let us assume that for a homogeneous 
body the Eqs. (1.1) describe the deformation of the body. 

The Cartesian coordinate system in the strained micro-nonhomogeneous body is 
related to the auxiliary coordinate system Y, by the equations: 

(1.2) Z' = Y 1+eu1(Yl, Y 2 , Y 3), 
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where u1(Y1, Y 2 , Y3) are components of random additional displacements due to the non
homogeneity and e is a nonrandom parameter. This description does not so far introduce 
any approximations, but it is suitable only in the case in which the additional displacements 
are small, and the nonhomogeneities are small and are at least almost statistically homo
geneous in space. 

The position vector in the deformed state is 

(1.3) 

where Ei are Cartesian base vectors. The Cartesian components are related by the Eqs. ( 1.2) 
and (1.1) to the Cartesian components xi in the undeformed state. Let us consider a con
vected coordinate system (Ji which in the undeformed state corresponds to the Cartesian 
coordinate system xi. The base vectors of the convected coordinate system are 

(1.4) aR [ , au, J . 
~ = aOK = c5J +e aYJ a~kE,. 

The covariant metric tensor of the convected coordinate system is 

- l [ jl ( au, aup ) 2 au' aui J p 
(1.5) Gmn- a.m u,p+e aYP + ayf +e aY' aYP c5ij a.n· 

Let us introduce the notation 

(1.6) Gradu = au, rE1£Pl ayP 

In this notation and denoting by A the matrix with coefficients a~1 , the expression for 
the matrix tensor (1.5) assumes the following matrix form: 

(1.7) G = AT[I+2e(Gradu)S+e2 (Gradu)T(Gradu)]A. 

Now, let us assume the gradient of the additional displacement field to be so small that 
its squares may be disregarded. Within this assumption the expression for the metric 
tensor of the convected coordinate system reduces to the following linear form in the 
displacement gradient: 

(1.8) G = AT [I +1e(Gradu)5]A. 

The matrix of the contravariant components of the metric tensor of the convected 
system is the inverse matrix. Thus, considering linear terms in e only: 

(1.9) 

The cobase vectors of the convected coordinate system, taking into account the linear 
terms in e, are 

(1.10) Gm [jl' au, ]b"' E' = ui-e aY' ., . 

The Christoffel symbols of the convected coordinate system are: 

(1.11) 
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2. The state of stress 

The invariants of strain are: 

/ 1 = grsGrs = tr{AT[J +2e(Gradu)5]A}, 
(2.1) /m = Gfg = det{AT[J +2e(Gradu)5]A}, 

In = grsGrsls = Im tr{A - 1 [I- 2e(Gradu)5](A - 1)T}. 

Following the methods used in the study of superposition of infinitesimal strains on finite 
deformation [3], the invariants may be expanded in series of powers in s. Retaining linear 
terms only, it follows 

lr = tr ATA+ei;, 
(2.2) In = (detA)2tr[(A - 1)(A - 1)T] + e/;1 , 

lru = (detA)2 + el~n, 

where 

li = 2tr[AT(Gradu)S A], 
(2.3) Ih = 2(detA)2 {tr[(A - 1){A - 1 )T]tr(Gradu)5 +tr[A - 1 (Gradu)5(A - 1)1]}, 

/In = 2(detA)2tr(Gradu)S. 

The increments of the strain invariants /~ are linear functions in the symmetrical parts 
of the additional displacement gradients. 

For a homogeneous isotropic elastic body in finite deformation, the stresses in the 
convected coordinate system are: 

(2.4) 

where 

and 

W = W(/1, In, Im) · 

- aw 
p = 2JI I m--, 

olm 

For homogeneous strain, the functions f/J, P and p are constant. When there are 
additional displacements, the function W is a function of the invariants IK and their in
crements I~· Thus it follows that up to linear terms in e: 

of/> 
(2.5) f/J = f/J(/h lu, lm) +e o/K (/h In, /m)/~. 

The same is true for P and p. 

Let us assume that the material functions are random fields in space. The functions 
may be represented by the following equations: 

(2.6) f/J = (f/J)+L1f/J, P = (P)+L1P, p = (p)+L1p, 

where (f/J), (P), (p) are the expected values, and LJf/J, L1P, L1p are the fluctuations. The 
expected values of the fluctuations are zero. In an analogous way, the derivatives with 
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respect to the strain invariants may be represented as sums of the expected values and 
fluctuations. For example, 

(2.7) 

o(/J 
Where (/J,K = o/K . 

The tensors B'i and Gii may be expanded as functions of e. It follows in matrix no
tation, using previous results, that 

(2.8) 

where 

B = B+eB', G- 1 = G- 1 +e(G')- 1 , 

0 0 

B = / 11-A1A, B' = /~I-2A1(Gradu)5A, 
0 

G- 1 = A-1 (A- 1) 1 , (G')- 1 = -2A- 1 (Gradu)5(A- 1) 1 . 
0 

When all the notations are used, the stress tensor in the convected coordinate system 
when only linear terms in e are considered, is given by the following relation: 

(2.9) T = T+Lf(/JI+LJP'B+LfpG- 1 +e[(1p)B' +(p)(G')- 1 +LIP'B' +Lfp(G')- 1
] 

0 0 0 

The tensor components are given in the convected coordinate system. Thus, in absolute 
notation the stress tensor is defined by 

(2.10) 

For physical discussion, the stress components in the convected coordinate system 
have no direct meaning. It is therefore useful to substitute the base vectors expressed 
in terms of Cartesian base vectors E1 (1.4) in the Eq. (2.10). Finally, the matrix of the 
physical components is expressed by the following equation: 

(2.11) ~ = ATA1 +2eATA1(Gradu)s, 

where ~ is the matrix of the physical components. 
When the Eqs. (2.3) are substituted into (2.9) and then into (2.11), the final result is 

(2.12) !!f'i = !!fiJ +LJ!!f'i + e(c'ik')uk,r + eLtc'iklu,,h 
0 0 

where !!f1i are the physical components in large deformation of a homogeneous body, 
0 

LJ!!f'i depends on the fluctuation and is a random tensor field, (c1i 11) are the expected 
values of material tensors, LJc'llcl is a random tensor field depending upon the fluctuations. 

For a neo-Hookean body, the function W is expressed by 

(2.13) 

and the body is incompressible which means that 

(2.14) detA = 1, tr(Gradu)S = 0. 
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In this case, the expressions in the Eq. (2.12) assume the following simple form: 

![" = 2(c)AAT +p0 1, 

(2.15) 

0 

J.r =(.de) (ff-pol)+.dpl, 
0 c 0 

(ciikl) = _1_ [(ffik _ Po~ik) lJ'i + (ffil-Po lJil) lJ"i + (5' Jk _ Po ~Jk) ~il 
2 0 0 0 

+ (ff'l-Po bli) lJilj' 
0 

3. Differential equations of the problem 

The equilibrium equations in the convected coordinate system (Ji are 

(3.1) -ciJ IJ = o. 
When the expressions for Christoffel symbols (1.11) are used, it follows that 

(3.2) 

Let us multiply both sides of the Eqs. (3.2) by a~ 1 • Simple manipulations yield 

) O ( l ij Jc ) 02
Ut t m} 

02
Us I im t _ 0 

(3.3 ayt a.1-r: u:-1 +e oY'oY' a.m-r: ~1 +e oY'oY' a.i-r: a.m- . 

From the Eq. (2.11) when only linear terms in e are considered, it follows that 

(3.4) ATA = .f" [I- 2e(Gradu)']. 

Thus the equations of equilibrium, when only linear terms in e are taken, in terms 
of the physical components, ffii become 

(3.5) 

where 

blp•l = [ $' .. ~lp + +$'" .,., + + ffll ,YP]. 

Expressing the stress components by the displacements by means of the Eq. (2.12) 
yields the differential displacement equations. The problem is especially simple for the 
neo-Hookean solid. In this case, the expressions in the square brackets in the Eq. (3.5) 
in matrix notation assume the following form: 

(3.6) 
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Thus, the differential equations of the problem are 

(3.7) [ 1 L1c J lpsk A Llc,k (arlk_ ~lk) _ 0 
e +(c) a Up,sk+LJp,,+ (c) ~ Pou - ' 

where 

This equation can be expressed in terms of the large deformations, when it is considered 
from the first of the Eqs. (2.I5) that 

(3.8) !f -p0 1 = 2(c)AAT. 
0 

In the Eqs. (3. 7), there are three unknown components of the additional displacement 
vector u and the unknown scalar function L1p. These equations must be supplemented by 
the condition of incompressibility (2.14), which yields the fourth equation 

(3.9) Us,s = 0. 

In view of the incompressibility condition (3.9), the Eq. (3.7) simplifies to the following 
form: 

(3 10) [I Lie ]< sk ~sk A LJc,k ( lk ~lk) · e + (c) {" -pou )ul,sk+LJP,l = - (c) {" -pou · 

By means of the condition (3.9), the additional displacements can be eliminated from 
the set of equations (3.IO) to obtain a single equation for the unknown function Lip. After 
differentiating and adding, the author obtained 

(3.11) L1p u = - (!T'k- Po t5'k) Llc,kl . 
' o (c) 

Thus the unknown function L1p can be found from the Poisson Eq. (3.11), and when the 
solution is substituted into the Eq. (3.10), we obtain a set of three differential equations 
for the unknown additional displacements. 

For further discussion, it will be useful to substitute 

(3.12) 
Lie 

Lip = q+po (c) . 

When this notation is used, the Eqs. (3.IO) and (3.11) become 

(3.I3) (I L1c) ( sk ~sk Llc,k lk 
e +(c) {" -pou )ul,sk+q,, = - (c) { , 

= _ !T'k L1 c,kl 
q,u o (c) · 

The equations are linear in the random additional displacements and random function q. 
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4. Solution of the problem 

Particularly simple is the solution in the case in which we consider uniform pressure 
in the body. In this case, the stresses in the homogeneous body are 

(4.1) !fil = [2(c) +Po] tJil 
0 

and the Eqs. (3.10), (3.9) are satisfied if we take u1 = 0 and 

(4.2) 
.de .. 

LJp = - (c) [2(c)] lJ'J. 

When we substitute into the Eqs. (2.15) and (2.12), it emerges that in this case the inho
mogeneities have no influence upon the stresses. 

So far it has been assumed that the additional displacements are small, but nothing 
has been said about the fluctuations of the material constants. Let us assume that the 
increments in material functions are of the order e and solve the problem by the pertur
bation method. A direct solution is difficult because, although the equations are geometric
ally linear, they are statistically non-linear, since they include a product of the random 
field L1c and the random displacement field. Let us expand the unknown displacements 
and the function q in terms of the small parameter e; 

(4.3) u = ~ e"u L_; ' 
n=O n 

-~" q- ~ E q,. 
n=O 

After substitution into the Eqs. (3.10) and (3.9), the author obtained for the first approx
imation 

(4.4) (
arsk J!.sk) Llc,k arlk 
.7 - Po u Ut,sk +q,l = - --- --.7 ' 
o o o (c) o 

Us,s = 0, 
0 

and for the subsequent steps 

(4.5) ( dTSk J!.sk) LJ C ( arsk J!.s k) :? -pou Ut,sk+q,, = ---- .7 -pou Ut,sk' 
0 n n (c) 0 n-1 

Us,s = 0. 
0 

According to the Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), the problem reduces to the solution of successive 
equations for an anisotropic elastic incompressible body within the linear theory. 

For an infinite body, the equations may easily be solved by means of the Green's 
tensors for the anisotropic body. It follows for the first approximation that 

(4.6) 
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When we apply a Green identity, the Eqs. (4.6) can be transformed to 

(4.7) 

q(Yk) = f ~ (Yi)h(Yi- Yi)dV, 
0 I V (c) 2 2 I 2 

where 

When we restrict our discussion to the first approximation, it follows that the expected 
value of the additional displacements and the function q are zero because we have assumed 
that the expected value of L1c is zero. 

To find the correlation tensors between the additional displacement vector and the 
function describing the inhomogeneities, let us multiply the first of the expressions (4.7) 
by Lfc(Yi) on both sides and take the expected values: 

3 

(4.8) RP= (up(Y1)L1c(Yk)) = (c)- 1 j R (Yi, Yi)hp(Yi- Yi)dV, 
u,.dc 0 1 3 V .dc,.dc 3 2 2 I 2 

where R is the correlation function for the function L1c, and dV = dY1dY2dY 3
• When 

.<:fc,.dc 2 2 2 2 

the material functions are statistically homogeneous, their correlation function depends 
on the difference of coordinates of points: 

(4.9) R = R (Yl-Yi). 
.dc,.dc .dc,.dc 3 2 

In this case, the Eq. (4.8) reduces to the following form: 

(4.10) Rp(Yi-Yi) = (c)- 1 f R (Yi-Yi-yi)hp(yi)dV, 
u,.dc 3 I V .1c,.1c 3 I 

where 

yi = yi_ Yi, dV = dy'dy2dy 3 • 

2 1 

Thus, the correlation tensor function depends upon the difference of coordinates only. 
The correlation tensors between the displacement vectors at point I and 3 by definition 

are 

(4.11) Rp,.(Yi, Yi) = (upu,.). 
u,u 3 I I 3 
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When we substitute displacements expressed by the solutions ( 4. 7), it follows that: 

(4.12) Rpr(Yi, Yi) = (c)- 2 { J R (Yi, Yi)hp(Yi- Yi)h,(Yl- Yi)dVdV, 
u,u 3 1 v v .dc,.dc -4 2 2 1 4 3 2 4 

where 

dV = dY1dY2dY3
, dV = dY1dY2dY3

• 
2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 

When the field L1c is statistically homogeneous: 

(4.13) Rpr(Yi-Yi) = (c)- 2 J J R (Yi-Yi+yi-yi)hp(yi)hr(yi)dVdV, 
u,u 3 I V V .dc,.dc 3 I 4 2 2 4 2 4 

where 

yi = yl_yi, yl = yi_yl, 
2 2 1 4 4 3 

and 

dV = dy1dy2dy3 , dV = dy1dy2dy3 • 

2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 

Let us calculate the stresses due to the first approximation. According to the Eq. (2.12) 
it follows 

(4.14) !fil = !fiJ + Lie ffil +qlJil 
o (c) o o 

+(c'lk'>f[1 + Lie (Yi)] Llc (Yi)~hk(Yi-Yi)dV~ 
(c) 1 (c) 2 oY 2 I 2 

V I 

For practical calculations, the expected value of the stress is of great importance. When 
the expected value is taken in the Eq. ( 4.14), it follows that 

(ffil) = !fii +(c1ikl> r (c)- 2 K (YP ,YP)--_; hk(YP- YP)dV. 
0 • .dc,.dc 2 I oY 2 3 2 

V 2 

(4.15) 

Thus, even in the first approximation, the expected value of the stress depends upon the 
distribution of nonhomogeneities in space, and therefore it is not described by the field 
quantities at the point. If the random field of the material properties is statistically homo
geneous, then the Eq. (4.15) reduces to 

(4.16) ( ffil) = !fil + ( cilk'> J (c)- 2 K(yP) hk,,(yP) dV. 
0 .dc,.dc 

V 

In this case, the expected stress field is constant. 
It must be noted that in the integrals the Green's functions decrease rapidly when 

we move from the point at which we calculate the quantities, thus only the contributions 
of the neighbourhoods of the points are of importance. In the calculations, the next steps 
can be taken. Then, in general, the expected values of the additional displacements will 
be different from zero. 
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